RESOLUTIONS AND APPRECIATIONS
In referring to the death of Dr. Cushing, Mr. Seymour remarked: "Yale has lost its most distinguished citizen, humanity one of its greatest benefactors." We of the School of Medicine feel this loss most keenly and intimately.
To the students in the School he gave the inspiration of a great example; he was always ready to help them, willing at a moment's notice to interrupt anyone-even deans and elder statesmen-for a student who sought his counsel. This, indeed, was characteristic of him throughout his life, and there was only one person who mattered more to him than a student-that was a patient. Nearly every appreciation that has appeared since his death, especially those from his former pupils abroad, has mentioned that Dr. Cushing was first of all a great physician who gave primary consideration to the welfare of his patients. Recent students at Yale knew very little of him as a clinical teacher, for his lectures and clinics here were few, but those who had personal contact with him will not forget the experience. Nor will a Philadelphia medical student who, although he was unknown to Dr. Cushing, received, under Yale knew Harvey Cushing in his young manhood and in his closing years. In the forty-two years between, he had become a world figure through his discoveries in clinical medicine and neurosurgery, and through his teaching. Even more important for us, he had become one of the great medical humanists of all time, with two of whom, Vesalius and Osler, his own name is indissolubly joined. He brought to us his abounding vitality and his passionate belief in a university as a place of learning. He loved people, and here he had full play for the eager and youthful spirit which made learning as exciting as a game.
Yale fulfilled his final ambition: the establishment with his friends, Dr. Arnold C. Klebs and Dr. John F. Fulton, of a great medical library which should give to Yale primacy in the studies of humanistic science. Thus before he died he had achieved both conditions of Bacon's "true and lawful goal of the sciences: that human life be endowed with new discoveries and powers." The placing of these powers within the reach of Yale's students and teachers was his final and greatest service to the University.
What Yale thus knew Harvey Cushing as a student, and again, in his closing years, as a world figure whose contributions to the literature of medicine gave him rank as perhaps the foremost physician of his time. For him surgery was merely a special branch of therapy, which he strove unceasingly to improve. The field of neurological surgery which he created placed neurology itself upon a more scientific footing, since it made possible direct experimentation upon human cerebral function. But Cushing will be remembered for much else: his remarkable case histories, his gifts as draftsman and artist, his consummate skill in making patients spiritually, as well as physically, comfortable; on the scientific side, one remembers his pioneer use of the x-ray, his introduction into America of blood-pressure determination, his studies on the pituitary and upon the cerebrospinal fluid, his great clinical monograph on the meningiomas which was published only a year ago from this School; one recalls his unshakable belief in the university as a place of learning, his faith in democratic institutions which prompted his heroic services during the World War; again, one thinks of his fondness for students, his gay wit, a few endearing foibles, his loyalties, his celebrated Life of Sir William Osler. All this Yale remembers with gratitude, but his name has become more intimately linked with this School through two gifts: the first, the Brain Tumor Registry, which embodies his rich and faithfully recorded clinical experience of more than 40 years; the second, his unrivalled library of medical and scientific classics. These bequests have brought us world prestige in the sphere of medical humanism, as well as in that of medical science. Dr. Cushing was a member of the committee and took an active part in all its sessions. He was eager, among other things, that the library should be entered from the first floor, so that students would, as it were, "fall" into the library without having to climb steps. He desired, in the second place, that the history library be made a.s attractive and accessible as the general library, a suggestion that has been followed by adopting the Y-shaped plan, as indicated in the accompanying sketch. Dr. Cushing hoped also that in order to meet these prerequisites the library should be conveniently situated, if possible at the centre of gravity of the school, so that distance would offer no obstacle to its use. The plans developed rapidly during the summer, and early in September the University Committee on Architectural Planning would have been ready to proceed. However, with the declaration of war there inevitably followed a period of uncertainty about such an undertaking. On the night of Saturday, September 30th, President Seymour informed Dr. Cushing that the University had decided to go forward at once, subject only to the approval of the Committee on Architectural Planning. The war had greatly upset Dr. Cushing's peace of mind and this good news was, therefore, especially pleasing to him.
Four days later, namely on October 4th, Dr. Cushing developed the signs and symptoms of a coronary dosure. The night before when lifting a large folio volume of Vesalius from the floor-he had been working all during the summer on a bibliography of Vesaliushe had a premonitory twinge of pain. On October 6th the University Committee on Architectural Planning gave its formal approval of the library plans, and the contracts for construction were let immediately. A great loss has been suffered by our profession, and it is fitting that this Society should pause in its clinical proceedings to pay tribute to Harvey Cushing. In his character and his career was the stuff of which inspiring tradition is made. At the opening of the Montreal Neurological Institute five years ago he was guest speaker and a biographical sketcht appeared in our Foundation Volume.
As a young man Cushing brought to Yale a fine inheritance of family tradition in medicine, but he was an undergraduate like other undergraduates and played baseball with a right good will. Many a distinguished surgeon of today can remember being startled out of a day-dream, while he held a retractor in the operating room of the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital, by the sudden exdamation. from Cushing's lips-"-Eyes on the ball!" From Yale he went to the Harvard Medical School, the Massachusetts General Hospital, and, finally, to the Johns Hopkins Hospital, a determined and intense young man with finely chiselled, ascetic features.
What a place the Hopkins was at the time of his arrival in 1 896!
